CUTRITE110: Introduction to Cut Rite Standard Optimizer
CUTRITE120: Introduction to Cut Rite Professional Optimizer
CUTRITE130: Introduction to Cut Rite Nesting Optimizer

Self-paced, online courses to introduce various Cut Rite modules for CNC or panel saw optimization by highlighting primary features, functions, and operations.

CUTRITE110 Standard (SO)
Entry-level solution for panel saw applications that focuses primarily on material yield.

CUTRITE120 Professional (PO)
Premier solution for panel saw applications that focuses on material yield, machine time, and production cost.

CUTRITE130 Nesting (NE)
Premier solution for routing applications that focuses primarily on material yield.

Hybrid courses available if Cut Rite license includes multiple modules. Enrollment also includes a brief, virtual follow-up Q&A session with an expert instructor to address any outstanding inquiries.

CUTRITE140: Parametric Product Library
Self-paced, online course highlighting the features, functions, and operations of the libraries within the Product & Quotes (PQ) module, specifically the product, machine, and parts libraries.

Exploration of quoting components requires an additional, customized learning event. Enrollment also includes a brief, virtual follow-up Q&A session with an expert instructor to address any outstanding inquiries.

CUTRITEWEB: Virtual Cut Rite Consultation
CUTRITE600: Onsite Cut Rite Consultation
Expand and customize the Cut Rite learning experience with virtual or in-person training.

LEARN MORE or ENROLL:
www.stilesuniversity.com | classes@stilesmachinery.com | 616-698-7500

YOUR SOLUTION FOR WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT